MZ3 – Have You
Heard?

______________________________________________________________________________

Meet the New MZ-3








The new belt has all the same functionality as the old belt with the addition of Bluetooth
capabilities allowing you to stream to your smartphone and other bluetooth devices
The MZ-3 is the most versatile belt on the market featuring:
o Analogue capabilities allow it to communicate with cardio equipment
o ANT+ (a wireless technology) allows it to communicate with cardio equipment that do not
have analogue functionality as well as many heart rate watches
o Bluetooth enables the MZ-3 to pair with a smartphone and other 3rd party apps to sync
user data
o Built in memory lets users record workouts for uploads later, even without a smartphone
The MZ-3 will be able to sync with other apps (MapMyRun, Fitness, Strava, Run Keeper,
Endomundo and Apple Health). Uploading data to member’s MYZONE accounts will be available
with the free MYZONE app or at a MYZONE facility
IMPORTANT!! The MyZone app requires Bluetooth 4.0 LE and Android 4.3 or higher. It works
with iPhone 5 and Samsung 4 or higher. To date, Blackberry phones do not support the MZ-3.
You can purchase the belt at a discounted price of $129.99CDN (retail price $199.99) here using
the voucher “svus001”

SEE HOW IT WORKS HERE!

The New MYZONE® App




There is a brand new app in the App Store and Google Play Store, called MYZONE. The old
MYZONE Lite app should be deleted prior to downloading the new version.
The new app will display the MYZONE tile from a paired MZ-3 under the menu option “Effort
Stream”
The app will upload stored data to the user’s cloud account
o Members are no longer required to return to the gym to upload stored out-of-club
workouts

Visit their website for more information

FAQ





Q: Will the old belts still work? A. Yes. They will continue to work but will no longer be sold online
or at SVAC
Q: Does the new app work with the old belt? A. Yes, but it will not be able to utilize the effort
stream feature, as it does not have Bluetooth connectivity - you will still need to upload at SVAC
Q: Can I purchase the MZ-3 at SVAC? A. We will not be carrying MZ-3 belts due to US dollar
volatility. If you would like to upgrade or purchase your very first MyZone belt, please use the
voucher above to receive your discount online
Q: What can I do with my old belt if I purchase a new MZ-3? A. If you do not wish to keep it or
give it away, please feel free to post it “for sale” on our community board at SVAC

Got more questions? Seek out live chat support here
Running into problems? Call Chelsea at: 780-460-9999

